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Zero Waste Meets Grand Scale 
in the C.P. Bourg BME Booklet Maker 

Digital technology has forever changed the landscape of the printing industry – presenting new 
challenges and opening new market opportunities. In today’s increasingly digital printing environment, 
turnaround times are super-fast, profit margins super tight and every set printed can be unique.  
 
Today’s digital workflows are no place for outdated finishing products. It’s an environment where 
finishing systems must produce salable products without wasting a single sheet, kilowatt or stitch, and 
deliver the fastest return on your investment.  
 
So, when C.P. Bourg set its sights on producing a high-speed commercial stitch-fold-trim booklet 
maker to match the sheet size output by the largest digital press – the Xerox iGen – Bourg engineers 
matched large format with an innovative design to create the first highly automated finishing system 
that efficiently handles short and ultra-short runs from the largest digital presses while easily matching 
their print production speeds. 
 
Introducing the award-winning Bourg BME Booklet Maker – a world-class document finisher that 
uniquely handles 14.5 x 23.5-inch output. Its grand scale, combined with the ability to stitch 30 sheets 
of 20-lb bond yields a booklet maker capable of producing documents of eight to 120 pages sized 
smaller than a CD case to 14.5 x 11.75 inches in landscape format! 
 
Equally important, the Bourg BME can produce single booklets or hundreds at a time with unmatched 
efficiency.  
 
That’s why the Bourg BME Booklet Maker is designed with innovative workflow integration features, 
like set integrity, built in. The machine communicates directly with the Bourg BST Tower Collator or 
the new BSF Sheet Feeder, so each device knows what is being sent and what should be received. 
The Bourg BME acknowledges this information and makes sure that what is stitched, folded and 
trimmed is the correct set and sequence. If a misfeed causes an incomplete set, the BME sends it to 
a top tray, stops running immediately and notifies the operator, who can correct and re-feed it in the 
hand-feed tray.  
 



This level of set integrity makes the Bourg BME ideal for stitching unique documents, even those 
personalized with variable-data output where every page counts and must be correct. And this 
ultimate bonus of virtually zero waste comes standard, despite the machine’s ability to produce up to 
5,000 neatly bound finished documents per hour! 
 
The intelligence of the Bourg BME control system drives its efficiency. Stitch-fold-trim functions are 
fully automatic, controlled by a 12-inch color touchscreen mounted on a 300-degree swivel arm 
allowing operation from either side. And the touchscreen is classic C.P. Bourg: so intuitive a novice 
can operate it, yet rich with options that professionals will appreciate.  
 
Ease of use and fast changeover time mean a new job can be programmed and the machine settings 
reconfigured automatically in less than 30 seconds – saving time and money. 
 
Documents flow through the totally visible, straight and centered paper path with advanced paper 
handling that prevents marking, scuffing or scratching delicate digital prints.  Along the way, they’re 
treated to smart features at every process – like the ability to have four stitcher heads for two-up 
booklet production, and a fully automatic fold roller and unique crusher-belt technology for perfect-
pressure folds. 
 
Operators can select top, edge, corner or saddle stitches from a simple menu on the Bourg BME 
control panel; choose a topstitch bypass to hasten other finishing functions; and make fine 
adjustments to stitch position, fold position or trim distance in increments of 1/10 mm “on the fly” – as 
the job is running. Output from both offset and digital workflows, UV coating inks, laminated 
substrates and other delicate elements are all handled with superior efficiency. 
 
With the ability to produce booklets of unique size and landscape format, the Bourg BME helps you 
tap new and different market opportunities. And by handling variable data, short-run, high value 
production jobs with zero waste, the Bourg BME also delivers manufacturing performance for a 
competitive edge that’s razor sharp. 
 
For nearly 50 years C.P. Bourg has designed and built products with innovation, quality and efficiency 
in mind – and the innovative Bourg BME is no exception. 
 
No wonder the Bourg BME Booklet Maker won the Best of Show for “Binding, Finishing and Mailing 
Equipment” at On Demand 2009, and why it outperforms every day, on production floors just like 
yours. 
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